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If- The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory

VOLUME SIXTEEN

FULTON, KENTUCKY,

DEMOCRATS PLAN
IO FILL SPECIAL
HAIN TO OPENER

1DAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1947

PREVIOUSLY CANCELLED FARM BUREAU PKNIC Brother of Local Lady
TO BE ON OCTOBER 1-2 AT FAIRGROUNDS Serves in Kobe, Japan

requirements will bet
quickly and correctly
hancLled at the.Nows
Phone 4 70 — "t h•
printing Number"
NUMBER FORTY-SIX

FULTON HORSE SHOW IS GRAND FINALE TO
SUMMER SPORTS EVENTS; 2000 ATTENDANCE

With The Eighth Army in Kobe—
(Special)—Pfc. David C. Stalua son
Same Committees to Function; Enthusiasm Runs of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stahr of
Hickman and a brother of Mrs. American Legion Sponsored
Event Brings Many'
High to Make Belated Event a Success
Peter Trinca of this eity is presently
Democrats from all sections of
Visitors To Fulton; Maybe Annual Show
on duty with the Eighth Army in
Now that the anthrax scare has
Central and Western Kentucky are
Ecibe, Japan.
showing great enthusiasm for the subsided work is in full progress
Before a crowd of approxibately
2000 spectators the Fulton Horse
spaaial train that will be run from agein to hold the annual Farm Bu- Limited Quota Avail
Kobe, Japan's second largist port, Show sponsored by the American Legion
able
proved the outstanding sports
Louisville to Morehead and. return reau picnic and dairy show on Ocis being utilized by the occupation event of the season. Held on Tuesda
y night at Fairfield Park,
Saturday for the grand opening of tober and 2, it was announced by For Reserve Active Duty army as a supply base. Before the fanciers locally and many from
horse
surroun
the Democratic 'campaign in the Charles E. Wright, president of the
war Kobe was Japan's import and the finest breeds of horses ever shown ding States exhibited some of
Information
in western Kentucky.
vulton County Farm Bureau. The from Headqua has been received export center. Surrounded by mounRowan county capital.
Under
the
general direction of Bob White,
rters of the
The seven-car, a i r-conditioned picnic will be held on the first Army that quota is availableSecond tain ranges of unusual scenic beau- thoroughbred horses strutted before the judges to thirteen classes of
for a ty, it has been called
win handsome trophies,
ribbons
and
cash awards donated by local
special will depart from the Sev- day and the district 4-H Club calf limited number of qualifie
one
of the
d re- garden spots of Japan.
businessman.
enth arid River station, Louisville, show and sale will be held the serve officers and enliste
Starring in last night's show
d personOne of the unique spots in Kobe
was
at 8:30 a. m. The C. de O. railroad, following day.
nel for active duty training with
where Pfc. Stahr will continue to Fortner WAC Will Enter Maid of Cotton, the handsome walk "All attractions will be as ori- the Second
which will operate the special, has
ing
-Armor
ed Division at receive part
horse owned by N. B. Hardeginially
planned
,"
Mr. Wright de- Camp Hood, Texas.
of his
added a restaurant ear.
. man of Henderson. The horse has
Active duty the Kobe Base riflearmy training is University of Illinois
range.
The train's schedule has been ar- elared and added "I hope the later training will be in conecti
been exhibited In almost
on with. At the present time Pfc
every
The
only
colored
ranged for maximum convenience date will not dampen the enthusiasm amphibious exercise, "Oaerat
Stahr is
women to enter State of the
of Western Kentueky Democrats ar- of Farrn Bureau members. There Seminole".to be conducted hewn ioe. assigned to Co. "D" of the Kobe the Wiamen's Army Corps. Anna ; to be the Nation and is conceded
world's
Oct
fifth ranking
Base Qm Depot. Pfc. Stahr entered Marie Porter Wall of this city
riving on early morning trains over may be fewer-calves entered in the tober 10 to December 10, 1947.
will walkirig horse.
the Bllsois Central and L. & N. dairy show, but there will be plenAll reserve personnel interested the army in September, 1946, at enter the University of Illinois ina J. T. Young of
Lebano
ty
Ft.
n. Tenn,
of
Knox,
other attractions to make the are urged
Ky. Pfc. Stahr went to Ja- the October semester. She seev.teil was
trains. It will also facilitate their
to contact the Unit Injudge of the show. J. C. Slay
return home over these same fa- show interesting."
structor, Organized Reserve Corps, pan in January, 1947, and has been in the Air Corps from October 1944 den of Dyersburg
announced the
stationed at Kobe since his arrival. to May 1947 when she was honorab
Working even harder to make up at the Technical high
cilities. Henderson Democratic lead- entries, their riders and
school, OWly
owners
dischar
and
for
ged
the
at
disappo
Spokane, Wash.
intment of the can- ensboro, or call 3528.
ers have indicated that a party of
Elvis Myrick acted as
ringmaster.
The former WAC will enter her
snore than fifty will board the celled show are members of the
In a brief
Rummage Sale In Progress freshm
Farm Bureau, Associated Women
an year and major in econom _ preceding theaddress of welcome
special at Louisville.
competi
tion
At 227 Fourth Street
Comies. Her husband is with the Civil mender James
The special will make stops in and Homemakers. The event will
Warren expressed
Shelbyville, Frankfort and Lexing- be staged at the old Fulton FeirAn all-season rummage sale start- Service Commission serving over- the appreciation of the Legion
for
ton and arrive in Morehead at 12:30 grounds.
all those who partici
ed this morning at 227 Fourth street seas.
pated in planThe ladies and gentlemen of the
p. rre, in ample time fbr all festivining the show. He
sponsored by the ladies of the St.
declare
d
that
county
all have home designated
ties of the occasion. It will depart
the event would probabl
Edwards Catholic church. Gar
y be held
at 4:30 p. m., and come back into task to make the belated event onp
annually.
ments for any occasion are on sale,
-1
Louisville at 8:28 p. .m., making of the largest in the history of the
Winners in the various
and accessories to match.
train connections to the South and Farm Bureau and 4-H Club work.
their riders and owners claetea,
This sale will continue for two
and the
J. B. McGehee, secretary of the
Some Fulton county farmers may days, closing Saturday
West.
young
ladies
who
evening
.
the awards are as followspresented
Three Louisville Democratie clubs Farm Bureau announced the fol- have to change the type' of cover
The ladies are cordially inviting
:
The Felten Beeseeg
erops they are planning to use to the public to call by
have already planned and purchas- lowing committees:
s invaded
and view their
ly—m
Cu
oirrmy,
ts
$
Reception committee—Charles E. protect their land this vainter,
ed enough tickets to fill four cars.
stock and see the unusual values at Hills, Tenn., Friday night but came
Trophy bCylass
acCiss
10, $5,
back with the same. story as the $2.50, 5
cording to W. H Harrison, ehseeef give-away prices.
'The Mose Green Club has taken Wright, president.
ribbons
.
week before, defeat Exactly like
Housing committee—Wayne Yates, man of the County Agricul
two ears and the All Wool and
Sky Bird, Henry Alexand
tural
,
er, Clinthe Greenfield game, the Bulldogs ton; Blue
Conservation Committee.
'Yard Wide and North End Clubs chairman and Kelty Conder.
Lady, Bob Cocke, Wickdrove deep into Tiger terrttory but liffe;
Meat .aommittee—H. E. Garrigan,
a car each. Mayor E. Leland Taylor,
There are enough cover crop!
Sugar
Lou,
B.
B.
Henderson.
lackd the extra punch that spelled Fulton;
ef Louisville, is chairrnan of the Sr., chairman, A. G. Campbell and seed to plant about the same total
Trixie Ann, Walter Wildefeat for them the week before. liams,
committee arranging for the train. C. A. Binford.
acreage of cover crops this fall as
Fulton; Dainty Sue, Hender
In
the first quarter, after an ex- son.
Serving committee—Roy Bard, last, he said, but the supply
Tickets for the specie', at a fare
of
change of punts, Halls had Fulton
sof $5.23 for the round trip, may -hairman, L. N. Brown, R. B. Mob- crimson clover seed is short Ode
Class 2--Ponies
backed down on their own goal
be 'purchased at the Seventh and ley, Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Mrs. Cecil year while there is a larger supply
Trophy by Carmen Pigue,
line. Mann, on an atternpted eff
River Station. frem railroad agents, Barnette, Mrs. Roy Bard, Mrs. C. A. of hairy vetch and annual ryegras
$10, $5,
h
teekle play, fumbled the ball be- $2.50, 5 ribbons.
Binford, Mrs. E. W. Yates and Mrs. seeds.
up to time of departure.
Lovely
Lady,
Bob White, Jr. FulMartin Conder.
hind his own goal line but recovWith prospects of
Heavy production of
Cold drink committee—Chas. E. ryegrass seed this year in common corn crop since the the shortest ered the ball himself. This was call- ton; GYPev Queen, Brenda Sue
1936
the
Brown,
drough
Pacift
Fulton;
Lady Patricia
Adams, chairman, Lucian Isbell and ic Northwest plus a large
ed a safety and gave Halls two
bara K. Brown, Fulton, Little , Barcarry- and 27 percent below the record
Guy Barnett.
Duchover • of seed from last year has 1946 erop, farmers in this area points. Halls started its touchdown ess, Betty
Gr ory, Billy Gregore
Dairy cattle committee—B. A.Ibuilt up especially
spree in the first quarter with
e
large supplies would do well to .consider sowing
cick
Joe
Stallins
Ross, chariman, W. P. Burnette.
Dan
,
running
hard
Carof these seeds, so that there should some of the small grains for winter
tail back, goBeef cattle cora:Ogee—E. E. Wil. be plenty for all farmers
tackle
ing
off
all
the
way
to
pasture
pay chrt.
and a feed crop next sumwho wish
'TVA recently constructed and limns, chairman, Weldon King. • to tisa ryegrass.
mer, John Et. Watts, county agent The Bulldops came back strong to
planed in operation • new snbstahat
Premium cattle committee—It. se MI* rulton county
looked
like
their
Oast
Fulton
of
touchcounty
said today.
farrners
lige at Clinton to provide impeoved White, Leon litrowdek.E. W. Yates, wit*
The short
crop means still down *the year but it fumbled
to be "beat, rye, barley, et
asissim
to
eri of Ole.
higher pri
opt. as pritiAtizisesitivagy
Jeeds the fate:her ball stopped them on Halls twenty
iman-Fultoti cotintieS Ruse!
=Tie
. Tay r crag. Ugh
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r
Itive Corporation, according to an snd
. Dawes.
priests for eat an
theye may be harvested for liveannouncement by R. J. Beamish,
Wood committee—J. T. Lawson stock feed or as grain
on' a reveille'
a
en
in .10414 Mr.i and vggs, he reported.
dgneer'
Jr.. TVA's Division Manager.
and R. E. Brasfield.
do
of th
Harrison said. He pointed out that ,1 In a statement to the News he for his second to
Mr. Bearnish explained that the
, Murray.
night. Just before the whisle _blew To
small grain, cover crops harvested said:
northern portion of the cooperative's
Claes 4-11loy and Girl Riders
for hay or grain do not earn a f. "Oats, wheat and barley are ree- for the half Bone blocked a punt
service area has heretofore
whirh
been
rolled out of the end zone,
ander 21
payment under the Agricultural oriunended for feed grains while rye
supplied from Troy over a 12 kv linTrophy by Barbara Hdtnra, 5
Program, but they protect the land es better for pasture. Rye can be giving Fulton a safety. At the end
ribowned by the Gidson County Elertbons.
the
of
first
half
(Judge
was
d
leading
50 percent eider, 50
Fulfromerosion during the winter, and/ fed too, if mixed with other grain.
ric Membership Corporation New
per
cent
ton
14-2.
mount)
.
they may be needed next year to en addition to supplying a winter
consumers were being added by both
John Bowlen, Judy Long, Benton
On the third quarter Halls took
help supply food for a hungry pasture and spring grain crop these
;
cooperatives at such a rapid rate
Midnig
ht
the
Cocktai
kickoff
l, Jackie
and
marche
d
winter
twenty
cover crops will also help
!hat this 12 kv line would soon have
brough, Jackie Sell, Murray- Sitaryards
for
its
third
touchd
M•
prevent
Harriso
own
of
estimat
erosion
n
Kened that ap- ,
and loss of plant
lbeen incapable of carrying the inthe night, Stallins again racing a- tucky Boy, Betty Folsom, Carl Watproxima
food through leaehing.
creased load.
Of interest to Methodists of this county tely 20,000 acres in the '
round end on a reverse. The center son, Wickliffe; Dolly Dimple, Brenshould
be
protect
ed
"Exper
with
iment tests over the coun- of the
To remedy the situation and to 'erritory is the week of _preac
Bulldog line seemed to be da Sue Brown; Charley Willis, Ellis
cover crops this winter.
ty indicate that small grain will pay
provide for future growth, TVA 3ervices which has been
the strongest point in the Fulton Gay, Wickliffe.
plena
the costs of preparation and seeding defense
constructed the new substation at for the First Methodist church
Class 5—Junior Walking
of kratip
from fall and winter pasture alone. consiste but Halls ran around it
Clinton and arranged to interchange Mayfield, September 28 to October
lasmosis Found
ntly'.
Trophy by Betty Bushart, $20,
Under average conditions about 50
$15,
pawer at that point with the Ken- 5. Dr. J. H. Chitwood, pastor
The little boy who was responsi- $10, $5, e ribbons.
of kritong Cattle Here
pounds of beef or lamb per acre
'dicky Utilities Company. Power de- McCoy Methodist church of
Merry
ble
Birfor
Lady
most
of
Wilson,
Fulton'
s defensive
Jimmie WadFanner in this area are asked to may be expected from a small
livered by the Kentucky Utilities mingham, Ala., is to be the
power was Hurbert\Stone. Stoney dell, R. E. Anthony, Brownsville,
guest be on theslook-ou
Company at Clinton will be return- minister.
t for a new disease er3in pasture season. The amount of stopped
Terme Baby Doll, Joe Bobbett
Halls
ball
carrier
s
time
dairy
aftfeed
, Fair
consumed may be reamong cattle which has been diaged to the company by TVA at tither
Dr. Chitwood was the daily
Oaks
interconnection points between the tr at the last session of the speak- nosed by Dr. C. H. Connaughton, duced 1-4 to 1-2 and the flow of er time when they seemed to lie in SonnyFarm,Jaelcson, Tenn.; Hunter's
the
Mem- graduat
Boy, R. C. Waddell, Charles
clear.
e licensed veterinarian of milk is increased when dairy cows
two systems.
nhis Annual Conference and
F. Schenerman, Mobile, Ala.,
In
Bose
TVA's new substation and the acclaimed by all who heard himWaS Fulton as antiplasmosis. The ma- are on a good winter pasture. Hogs the the third and fourth quarters Mayflower,
Bulldog
W. E. Harlan, .Mr. and
as
s
drove
into Halls terlady is a disease of the blood and on an adequate winter pasture will
'bort tip line to the company's line ene of the outstanding preache
Mrs.
W.
ritory
E.
rs
but
again
Harlan,
lacked
that
Ripley, Tema.extra
was first discovered on the Coca- consu.me 30 to 40 pounds less proeciat approximately $42,000. Service ef Methodism.
punch. Halls final touchdown came Radiant Rose, Edna- Alexander,Phi:
will be provided from this substaRev. Priestly Miller, pastor at Cola Smith Farm about four or five tein supplement and one to two from a pass, Hale
ton.
to
Stallin
who
bushels
i
less
corn when fattened to
miles west of McConnell. The farm
tion to customers in Hickman cchan- West Nashville, Tennessee,
event over for his foerthth toruichi 1
Class 6--Flne acrocil
ty and in the northern portion of have charge_of the music. The will is operated by C. H. Little and market weight. Chickens can utee:.—
May- Company, who
Trophy by Joan Nelms.
lize
small
plots
of pasture near the down of the night making e na
Irulton county; the western and field pastor, Rev. Roy D.
$1116c $30,
sacrificed their enscore
William
27-2.
$20,
s, tire stock for immedi
$10.
house
effectiv
ely.
Kentuc
southern portion of Fulton county has extended to the Methodi
ky
Expceislaught
ate
er.
sts of
Satan's imp, Dr. E. C. Walkers
Tonight the Bulldogs are hosts to
The slaughter was ordered as a ment Station tests show that chick-will continue to be served as in the West Tennessee and West
,
Kentucky
the strong Russelville Eleven. Rus- Mayfield; Senator Twigg, Tom
past_
an invitation to attend the serv- protmtive measure for other cattle ens on a good pasture win consume selville
Banks,
Murray
will
have
10 to 12 per cent less laying mash
; Marjorie Day,
a line average oei
ices which will be held daily at in the area.
According to Dr. Connaughton the and in every ease produce more 173 pounds and a backfield ayerag Charles Gregory, Jane White, Ful10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
HELLO WORLD
disease has the same effect as ma- eggs than those that were fed on dry of 170. Bone has been shifted back ton; Barrymore's Ace, W. A. BirdMr. and Mrs. James Dickerson
to the end this week and Hager. song, Humboldt, Tenn.; Victor, WU,
laria does in humans. It has been feed entirely.
•
CLUE ANNOUNCEMENT
announce the birth of a son, John
found that cattle
"Lime phosphate and mixed ferti- regular guard, is in the backfield.e lard Goodrich, Fairview Farm, HunsThe Illinois Oentral Service Club extreme Southe coming from the lizers
VIDiani, born Monday, September
Everybody come on out to th boldt, T'enn.
rn States into this
all enable the fanner to realwill meet tonight at 7:30 in the area are
2% at Jones Clinic.
carriers of the disease. It ize more profit from las small grains new stadiune and *etch the Bull- ,i Class 6-A—Junior Walking ,over
Yr. and Mrs. Leahman Boulton Y.M.B.C..slub room. Mr. G. W. is not generally contracted by na- and each farmer shoeld consider dogs play.
2 years, under 4 yews
sile
kriszieo.
are the parents of a six pound and Trafford. president nf the Memphis tive cattle.
s by Shirley HOUStO
their use at planting time."
n.
nine ounce baby girl born Septem- service club, will give a short talk
The C. H. Little Co., slaughtered
•MrS. Bob Hyland and son, Johnny
ber 16 at Haws Memorial hospital. attea which the members will play about 80 head of registered HereVictory
Ace, Jean Grimes, Fulton,
Mrs. 011ie Walker has returned s
ienigi.t Saturday in Memphis shoppp
bingo.
The baby has been named Glinda
Norman's
fords.
Thunderhead, Lennie
from a 10-day visit in Memphis.
Kay.
BLackly Hornbeak, Tenn; Sweet
.Bob Cc;cke, Wickliffe; Dude, Sue
Ellen
W. F. BUSHART VISITOR 1RERE
Gifford, B. B. Henderson; Bronzi,
Bob Kough, Tiptonville.
W. F. Bushart of Baton Rouge
left Tuesday after a short visit
with his brothel Paul Bushart of
As Seen by the News Staff
Prizes by Shirley Houston
this city and his 'father W. F. Buserb serving of
, 515,
; that Bill was wearing . . . it was a $10, $5, 5 ribbons.
On Tuesday night, the City of for the event, cool, brisk weather sented the .trophies.
hart of Midway, Tenn.
which
brought
out
But
who
could
forget
th3t
swagge
black
r model and what the well- . Royal Serenade,
Wlu'le in the vicinity he visited kFulton, dressed in its best bib and Dame Fashion "dressed fit to kill." and pink gown
Charles Sawyer,
that graced the lithe- dressed gents will be wearine here- Fulton;
friends and relatives in Hickman. Ind tucker strutted in all its The men folks. the children and mi- like figure
Star, D. Williams, E. Myof Joan Nehns . . . with abouts.
thoroughbred gaits before a crowd '1 lady apparently
.rick,
Fulton;
Buck
shoppe
express
d
ly that graceful bustle that formed a
Charles Gregory was flitting here Bob White; Dolly Barney Speight,
lf approximately 2000 to stage one for the occasio
Dimple, Brenda
if tea finest horse shows in the the grandstandsn for the boxes and huge bow . . . and of course not and there, but his attire was cmite Sue Brown.
ed se- far away was Betty Lu Bushart in appropriate and stylish for driving
South. The entire city turned out Ion appearances. both present
a
Class
8--Three-Gaited Cluinapiena white flowing dress with a finger- in his "merry hackney-bile."
'o give a hearty welcome to the
In a congenial
ship
Mrs. Bob White, who could be
teindreds of visitors who came to boxes chattin party in adjoining tip length evening coat th3t did
Trophy
by Shirley Houston, W,
g
amiably
were "something" to her long black hair easily termed a "turf-widow"
'he city to show their finest animals Mesdames Ward
since
,$.10,
$20,
;He
Bushart, R. V. Put- and general appearance.
Jane and Bob were quite busily en-1 Carolina
'n a horse show, which indubitably nam, Mason Davids
Moonbeam, Jane White;
on of Knoxville
The Mesdames Paul Boyd
'eel become an annual affair.
and R. C. Bonekemper the belies Glenn Dunn took the childre and gaged in showing some mighty fine , Botney Bay, Dr. E. C. Walters; Elehorses
n
to
was
in
party
It
a
compos
must
ed
have
of
been
a heartening presented
gr
ileAlbe Childers.
real silhouette of -Fail the show . .
• They shivered,,they yawned, they
•
Rebate Ann and Mrs. J. T. Young, Mr. and Mre. H.R.
plosaltio *alum
ate arbd "drank, but still theyelooked 'eeling to the American Legion and fashions. Mrs. Putnam lookei stun- Bobby respectively , . . bet Irene
Owen, Mrs. George Doyle and
'he many other citizens who helped ping in her
Trvhy
by Emms Ruth Cavenbewildered as the horses cdntered,
neutral colored suit and Helen took the honors io their and daughte
r, Ella and Mrs. Walk- der, 140,
-walked and trotted at •the horse esomote the show to see steel an with a smartly tailored top-coat and box . .. Irene in dark blue suit and er
$80.$20.
and 'Mrs. Fields of Dyersburg.
enthusiastic audience ot local folks other brown accesso
Maid
of
uhow the other night.
Cetton. N,
ries . .
Hardeman.
Moi• lighter blue coat andsHelen in dare From a vantage point near the rine
snd
Henderson, Tenn.; Merry Lady WilBut little Phoebe just laughed einwvisitors enter into the gala horee licinekemper was,
1*.auited" to ths.oc- blue with the cockiest little tailored she appeare
d
to
charmin
spirit.
be
gly at- son, Jimmie V/addell, R. E. Anthon
The trials and tribu- carrion in brown and white ch
and laughed beeause she knew that
v
blue hat all be-plumed. that reall,y tired in a black ensemble. Jane, too
Baby Doll,
"tintriplementing her bTlinde air added "fini" to her attir!.
there was many- a soul who would tetione, the long hour; of warts and
was in a well-cut riding habit of Sonny Boy, Joe Bobbett; Hunter's
-I-inning. aria the many amillea- Mrs. Maxwell
R.
"ouch rather have,been at home
C.
Waddel
McDade
l,
select
Charles
a
The.
Bill
Browni
ngs and Judy black,
lied then in that aura of eonfusi in tions of promiting a city-wide event chi,: grey suit and hat with actes• were there in a box ani while the Texas-lwhile Bob was sportirig a Le Sehenertnare ;eke Affair, Dr_
on.
ike sombrero of beige. ea
IL A. Massey,
knit gm its quite keen to be seen eesolved themselves. into a "pat-on- sories that matched to a "t."
h.
,
distaff
side
of
the
family looked
They ail strolled and strutted ,,Llaas 10-0baPaduca
the-back" for a ob well done for the
sipisaildp riveIf memory could serve, fashion stunning in thkr
nes the beam with the "horsey
Fall
ennear
the
set.' -^mmittees in charge.
boxes and the grandstane f
news from gay Puree could be .vfeit- sembles someth
Gaited
ing must be said and a pretty Mee they all made. '..Trep
The weatherrnan dished up a sup- , ten about the young ladles
hy by Jane Shelby:Pik $3a,
who ptc• about that handseme brown top-coat Wasn't it a wonder
ful show?
Contlime on page four

FULTON FARMERS
ME MANGE OF
COVER CROP SEED

BULLDOGS LOSE TO
Huts ELEVEN 17-2

FARMERS URGED TO
SOW SMALL GRAINS
FOR WINTER CROPS

NEW TVA SUBSTATION
SERVES TWO COUNTIES

• I"-
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PRINTING

DR. 1, H, CHITWOOD
GUEST MINISTER AT
MAYFIELD GAINERING

I

Dame Fashion Outstruts Thoroughbreds At Horse Show Here

Little
Phoebe

e

•. ,
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Increase Mealtime Enjoyment
With Smart Furnishings!
Today's modern kitchen and dining room are
smartly styled for mealtime enjoyment and
wisely arranged for step-saving efficiency. Keep
pace with the times....let us show you how to
modernize this Fall.
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I mean
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you wi:
talking
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famous
attendin
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5-PIECE DINETTE

5-Piece CHROME,BLONDE WOOD

BREAKFAST SET
Here is a little smart-looking set that will add
wonders to that corner in the kitchen. Porcelaintop trinuned in red, and four tubular chrome
c.hairs finished in red leatherette to match.

I

set (table and 4 chairs to match)
finished in white enamel. Table
includes an 8-inch extension
leaf. Gracefully made and
ready for real service.

GATELEG TABLE
New beauty in your dining alcove with this
graceful space-saving gateleg table. Extends out
to full-sized regular dining
length for
large dinners.

19.95
4%.

KITCHEN STOVES,RANGES,HEATERS I
Laundry stoves, wood and coal ranges, oil 1
ranges, water •lieaters, stove pipet; Ibuckets
KITCHEN WOFtK TABLE
and supplies . . . we have 'em all for you
Porcelain top, trimmed in
NOW but DON'T PUT. OFF BUYING if
red; tubular chrome-steel
you need them. They're hard to reorder!
legs.

MAHOGANY FINISH

"AMERICAN 54" PORCELAIN SINK
with double drain; complete with streamlined white enamel base cabinet. This is a
real investment in smart styling and long
service. Price includes delivery to your
home, ready to install.

•

Delivered
MATCHING-CHROME
CHAIFtS
Chrome steel tubular legs,
red leatherette seats and
backs.

KITCHEN CABINETS
Special! $49.95
Regular $59.95 de luxe
cabinets containing flour
sifter, metal *bread box,
porcelain top pull-out work
table; three roomy compartments above, two large
drawers and pne roomy
compartment below.
SPECIAL $37.50
Regular $49.50 cabinet
with two glass doors above
Includes handsome, spacious table, four match- generous wood work table,
ing upholstered-seat chairs and matching buf- and two large drawers and
fet. A cozy but elegant group for today's effec- large double compartment
below. With each of these
ient dining room. Regular price $99.50
cabinets we include a
Special
Four Piece CANISTER
SET . .. FREE!

wAL.Nur FINISH SIX-PIECE

DINETTE SUITE

8930

5-.PIECE DINETTE SET
SPECIAL! $44.95
Regular $54.95 cabinet
with two glass doors above,
two large drawers and
large double compartment
below, and a porcelain top
pull-out work table. This
one's a dandy, and priced
right.

For those who are seeking the extra-beautiful,
we offer this superb set. Table top is in imported
wood with inlaid tulip design on table top and
chair backs. Chairs have tan leatherette seats
and the whole set is a beautiful piece of workmanship. Regular price $108.58
Special

99.58

•••11•11M.

319-323 WALNUT STREET
Ir. I -.6/

a /I .1* 1
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I
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ERNEST LOWE, Manager
'

(11'44%

PHONE 100

FULTON,111INZUCRY
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Roundhouse
Round-Up

de

de

By Alice Clark

•

•

•

•
•

de

Hello folks, here we are again
with the news and when I say news
I mean just that so come on and
read down the lines with me and
you will find out just what I'm
talking about.
The safety rule of the week is
rule No. 150. "A secure hand hold
must be maintained while riding
car ladder or trailing footboard
of engine or tender.".
Mrs. Casey Jones, widow of the
famous engineer, was planning on
attending the Illinois Central service club Friday nite but has changed
her plans as she is leaving Jackson,

de

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home

•

UnItersity
Phone MI
MARTIN, TENN.
• Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Maim

•
•
•
•

Tenn., Saturday nite on train No. 10
for Fulton and will wait over here
until 104 for Louisville, where she
will appear on a radio program on
Station WHAS at Louisville at 8:30
p. m. Sept. 30, Tuesday night. The
program is that of "We The People."
It will be the 25th anniversary
program for WHAS. Mrs. Jones,
widow of the famed Illinois Central
engineer, who died in 1900 as a
victim of a wreck at Vaughn, Miss.,
has appeared on national hook-up
programt in New York, Chicago,
St. Louis and Louisville in previoto
years.
Miss Betty Thomas young daughter of Boilermaker and Mrs. G. A.
Thomas is getting along nicely at
her home on Third street after undergoing an operation at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Mate Seward, and
young son, Charles have returned
to their home in Jackson, Tenn.,
after a visit with Boilermaker • and
Mrs. G. A. Thomas. Mr. Seward is
connected with the I. C. in Jackson, Tenn.
Machinist and Mrs. C. B. Jones
Jr., and young daughter, Patty have
returned from Jackson, Tenn., after a visit with Mr. Jones' parents.
Listen! Friday nite at 7:30 p. m.
eptember 26, iin the YAIBC Room
the Illinois Central Service Club
will have their meeting. Twenty
silver dollars will be given away
in a quiz program, $10 will be given
away as a door prize, then we will
play that favorite game "Bingo"
and prizes will be given away each
time someone yells "Bingo."

OVAIANT110

DIAMOND
RINGS
I-Doubly guaranteed in
'writing to be perfect.
I-Individually registered
in the owner's name.
31-Fully insured against
theft, fire and loss.
4-One uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.

•
•

this
out
for

Your Loyalty Dealer in

k

Fume:

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
rid Lake St.

Also the Illinois Central Service
Club will have a special train going to Eiluford, Ill., for a picnic
October 5„ every one ie invited
whether you work for the I. C. or
not, and it isn't going to cost one
thing. All you do is pack your
lunch, come on down to the station, get on the train and we're
gone. There will be cold drinks, ice
cream, sandwiches and etc., on the
train for sale. Contests will be held
prizes, will be given away and
there will be a real good time for
both young and old. Plans will be
completed Friday nite at the Serv'•-e Club meeting.
We welcome Mr. Noon of Princeton, Ky., to Fulton as car foreman,
and wish him the best of luck, anytime we can help let us know, we
will be glad too.
I see a smiling John these days,
as John A. Bowers, storekeeper is
back after a hard earned vacation.
Z. L. Morris, cinder pit man, is
on his vacation.
Wardell Maddox, cinder pH man
is on his vacation.
Mrs. Frank -Bryant and children,
wife and children of station master
are visiting friends and relatives
in Tuscaloosa, Ala., and Coltunbus,
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Miss.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Gholson, who were married
on Sept. 15, 1947. Mrs-Gholson wa.s
the former Miss Stella Lawrence of
Water Valley. Paul is switchman.
So to Paul and Stella the Roundhouse Roundup wishes you the best
of luck and many years of happiness.
ow you hear all the laughter
around the home of Engineer and
Mrs. R. E. Hyland on the afternoon
of Sept. 16? In case you did that
was a birthday party given in honor of Bobby Hyland, who was on
that day the ripe old age of six.
Games and contests were played and
balloons were awarded to the guests
as favors and ice cream and cake
were served to the 35 guests.
Miss Jane Huffman has arrived
home after a two months' visit
with relatives in Los Angeles, Calif.,
She is the daughter of Clerk and
Mrs. E. E. Huffman.
Pipefitter Billy Blackstone attended the suggestion committee
meeting at Jackson, Tenn., Monday.
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
A. E. Glasco, wife of laborer, is getting along nicely in Haws Clinic.
General Foreman and Mrs. M. M.
Matlock have had as their guest
Mr. Matlock's son, M. L. Matlock
of Paducah.
Railroad Retirement Questions
and Answers this week are:
Q. In order to be eligible to receive an anniutv because of my being disabled to perform the duties
of my regular occupation is It
neccessary that I have a current
connection with the railroad industry?
A. Yes.
Q. How many yektis of. service are
counted for the purpose of calculating an anniuty?
A. All service after 1936 to the
end of the year in which age 65 is
attained (if age 65 is reached before 1937, count service to end of
June 1937) and enough service before 1937 to make a total of 30 years
is counted.
I guess that's all folks. See you
Friday nite, Sept. 26, 1947 at the
Service Club and in the 'News"
October 2.
TOWN TOPICS
Joe Stephens left Tuesday for
Lexington where he will resume his
studies at the University of Kentucky, aflin his vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hendricks
and family of Long Beach, Calif.,
arrived Monday to visit her sister,
Miss Flora Oliver and Mrs. Joe
Howard.
Mrs. H. W. Davidson and son,
Billy Brock Davidson of Greenfield,
Tenn., spent Saturday with Mrs.
Harry Drewery.

DEATHS
JOHNSON, Alfred Moore (Bud)
83, Sept 17 at the home of his son,
Merritt Johnson, Water Valley, Ky.
Funeral services were held at the
Methodist church in Water Valley
Sept. 19 with the Rev. J. F. Sands
officiating. Burial was in the_Water Valley cemetery.
He is survived by f6ur sons: Merritt of Water Valley, R. L. of Fulton, and Carl and Clifton of near
Fulton; two daughters, Mrs. D. B.
Valintine of Fulton and Mrs. Nettie Willis of Detroit; and a host of
grandchildren and other relatives.
DOWDY, Mrs. Lena, a former
reside_nt of Fulgham, at her home
in Clinton. Funeral services were
held Sept. 24 at Pleasant Valley
Baptist church. She is survived by
her husband, Turner Dowdy and
four children. Lon O'neal, who lives
north of Fulton is her brother.
VIA, Charlie, suddenly Sept. 22
at his home near Clinton. Funeral
services were held. Sept. 24 at Salem with Rev. A.'B. Rogers of Clinton officiating.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Beatrice Bostick Via, and six children: Fairy Via of Detroit, Mrs. Lamar (Mildred) Jackson of Indianapolis, Ind., Herbert, J. T., Charles
Via and Mrs. Hilda Beadles of
Hickman county; three br6thers
and two sisters, Claud Via of Detroit, Sam of Louisville, and Grundy, Mrs. Rebecca Watts and Mrs.
Lena Watts of Fulgham.
JACKSON, Mrs. Candis Rachel,
74, Sept. 21 after an illness of one
week at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Jim Gore, Fulgham. Funeral
services were at Bethel church,
Sept. 24 and burial was in the
church cemetery.
She leaves two children, Mrs.

Applications Are
Being Accepted
For
SEWING MACHINE
OPERATORS

1

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—_-Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP

Phone 502

Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

Beautiful Days Ahead..
The fall is the time for cool, pleasant trips...
keep them trouble-free with proper motor care_
DRAIN AND REFILL THE CRANKCASE
WITH NEW OlL --- COMPLETE LUBRICATION SERVICE --- TIRES CHANGED AND
REPAIRED
Phone 9193 for Pick-up and Delivery Service.
"We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCT'S
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

All of the old furniture, fixtures and equipment have beet' disposed of and
are being replaced by new. Some repairs and redecorating will be done as soon
as possible.
On January 1, 1947, I reverted to inactive status from active duty in the
Armed Forces of the United States of America. I served in the Army of the United
States for four years and eight months during World War II, four years and three
- months of this time being spent in the North African and Etropean Theattiortr
Operations.

Pill.SGROVE

eld

Walter A. Voelpel, also a veteran of World War II, will be connected with the
Funeral Home. He served in the Naval Forces and saw service in the Pacific.
Mr. Voelpel holds funeral director and embalmer's licenses in Kentucky, Tennessee and Arkansas. I hold funeral director and embalmer's licenses in Kentucky
and Tennessee.

•

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

Gutter aud Dom:pouts Repaired or
Replaced

•

eld

CHAS. W. BURROW

CAMPBELL, Mrs. Willie Reed.
65, at the Weakley County hospital Sept. 21 from a heart attack.
Funeral services were held Sept.
REAL ESTATE god
23 at the First Baptist church, Martin and burial was in the East Side PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
cemetery with Dr. H. K. Boston °MCI OVIER
MAIMIIIIIMS1
officiating. She leaves her husband
SANK—PROM a
and three sons: Robert and James
of Memphis, and Charles of Little
Rock, Ark.; four ,grandchildren and Farm and CUy Property
two sisters.
List or Buy WUk EMI

HENRY ISEIGELCO

•
•

Bovine mastitis develops readily
in bruised teats, because injured
tissues are favorable to the development of mastitis germs.

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind

I am now in complete ownership of my Funeral Home located on the corner of Carr and Third Streets, Fulton, Ky.

•

Dogs that do not get emu. Odin their diet may grow poor cede air
suffer from excessive falling hair
and itching.

Apply at the office
between 9 and 12 A.M.

...ANNOUNCEMNENT...

tr

Gore and Lonnie Jackson of Fulgham; one granddaughter, Mrs.
Louis Allegro Jr., of Watertown,
Mass.; a great grandson, jimmie Allegro; two brothers and three sisters; R. S. Pillow of Fulgham, Hardy Pillow of California, Mrs. Mandy
Cleaves of Memphis. Mrs. Samantha Craig bf Fulton and Mrs. Mae
Wilkins of Detroit.

Mayfield Highway, Near Ford Garage. Fulton

1
Seed Cleaning

•

VVE SPECIALIZE IN ALL KINDS OF

di

After hostilities ceased in Europe, I served with Headquarters, First Field
Command, American Graves Registration in Germany. During this time we were
searching the entire country for isolated graves and unburied American , dead,
bringing them to permanent American cemeteries. Mr. Voelpel did similar work
in the Hawaiian Islands with the Navy.

ful,
ted
trid

We are equipped and have the experience to
give you the kind of service you desire in seed
cleaning.

We might be able to help you in your problems, if you have loved ones over there and are not mire
whether or not you I want their bodies returned to the United States for burial. We will be Cad
to hell
,
you with your papers.

rk-

'WE ALSO HAVE SEED FOR YOUR FALL
SOWING AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

We assure the people of Fulton and surrounding country that we wlll continue to serve you in your
hour of sorrow in that sympathetic, yet reserved manner that will not offend anyone.

•

See us for your FEED and FER1TLIZER
NEEDS, and let us do your CUSTOM GRINDING.

Our ambulance service will be efficient and prompt.
We covet your good will and esteem and will do everything is our power to merit it.—Paul Hornbeak.
•

PHONE
7

I

Hornbeak Funeral Home

1

PHONE
7

A.C.Butts&Sons
Phone 202-W or 202-J
East State LMe
Fulton, Kentucky
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. Westi5heling

THE

WA Y

AMERICAN

EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933, at the poet office at Fulton, Ky., under the act of Marcla-3, 1879.
0/3ITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rates specified by advertising department.
Subscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00 a year. Elsewhere
$3.50 a year.

denominational preference if shown
to mixed religious groups,
"Our hospital chaplains agree that
there is a definite need for the
showing of religious films," Chaplain Kroencke said. "We realize the
tremendous teaching power, the
spiritual and even the psychological
value of motion pictures."

ATTEND THE
RUMMAGE SALE
At 227 Fourth Street
Thday anci Saturday

CHOICE a

There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
w*thy thing or cause.—Anonymous.
(S.472) was reported out of committee last session, but the Houses
version (H.R. 2953, McCowen) was
only ok'd by the sub-committee,
awaits full committee action.
Plant Disease Foreca.st
As the gigantic program under
From Washington
the 1946 Research and Marketing
Act moves ahead, a regional plan
for forecasting the spead of crop
FAO Meeting
plant diseases will be set up. PurEstablishment of a World Food pose is to enable farmers to apply
Council, consisting of representa- effective measures for controlling
tives of 18 nations, highlighted the three major crop diseases as speediFood and Agriculture organization ly. Diseases specified are potato and
conference which ended Sept. 11 tomato blight, blue mold of tobacco and downy mildew of cucurbits.
after two weeks' of hard work.
Roundup
Critical situation of the world
Dates of hearings on the longfood problems was stressed and the
conference recommended that gov- range program are expected to be
ernments continue their export con- announced soon by Senate and Agtrols and international accalions riculture committees . . . probably
on commodities in short supply. will start early next month.
After hearings in San Francisco,
IVIuch concern was given to whether
11. S. would keep its export control Sept. 18-19, on taxing co-ops, the
program beyond next month. With- House Small Business committee
out tthe program, international al- planned sessions in Los Angeles,
locations would be impossible, it Sept. 23-25 . . . farmer co-ops were
monvEs
unofficially declared winners of the
was pointed out.
Veterans
Sir John Boyd Orr accepted an- hearings Sept. 10-11 in Seattle,. He that does good for good's sake, VA HOSFITAL PATIENTS
neither
praise nor reward,
seeks
otther two-year terna as directtor Wash.
but he is sure of both in the end. VIEW RELIGIOUS FILMS
general of FAO, whose headquarters
—William Penn.
will remain in Washington. Efforts
The showing of religious films in
Right motives give pinions to
to move to Geneva or New York
thought and strength and freedom Veterans Administration horpitals
were defeated.
to speech and action.—Mary Baker in Ohio, Michigan and. Kentucky
Work of thte World Council will
The discussion this week are Eddy.
has become a helpful adjunct to
be to review food problems and adThe morality of an action depends chaplaincy work among hospitalized
vise governments and agencies. 'outside cellars" ("warm houses,"
we
.
which
'caves").
from
motive
Although
the
upon
the
principles
Many studies are to be undertaken
veterans.
on special cornmodity problems. '',or correct performance are some- e.-A.—Sainuel Johnson.
Edward J. Kroeneke, Chief of the
what
those
rigid,
the
works
of
man
as
in
the
choice
of
In
Counthe
materials
represented
on
Countries
cil are Australia, Brazil, Canada, 's not, some of them costing almost of nature it is the intention which Chaplaincy Division for the VA's
Chile„ China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, nothing at all, and most of them rut is chiefly worth studying.—Goethe tri-state Branch Office in Columbus
real (0), today said religious films
The measure of a man's
Denmark, Egypt, France India. Ita- difficult to find.
The requirements are that the character is what he would do if
ly, Mexico, the Netherlands, Philfrequently are used in chinitaina'
found
never
be
structure
would
know
he
should
he
be so built that
ippines, United Kingdom, Union of
programs in eight VA hospitals in
and the United actual freezing cannot occur with- out.—Macaulay.
South Africa
in it and that enough ventilation is
the three states. An average patient
States.
attendance of 65 has been noted at
W. R. Ogg, Washington office assured to keep the air from beArnerican coming musty.
represented
director,
film showings at Dearborn, Mich.;
As for the first, in Kentucky ExFarm Bureau at the conference.
Cleveland
(Crile),
Brecksville,
tension Circular 266 and in Leaflet
School Ltuach
Dayton and Chillicothe, Ohio; Lex51
is found a discussion of materials
Federal funds to aid States with
ington, Louisville and Outwood, Ky.
school lunch program are being and construction much too long to
distributed. Of the $65,000,000 ap- reproduce here. These public Mom,
"Chaplains do not substitute film
propriated by Congress two months may be obtained from the county
showings for other phases of their
extension
agents
or
by
appormail
from
been
has
$47,750,000
ago,
religious wOrk," Chaplain Kroencke
At 227 Fourth Street
tioned to help pay lunch food fills the College at Lexington.
said. "Films either are incorporated
The ventilating system consists
The remainder is being held by the
in a religious service or shown in
Government to buy foods needed of an outlet in the ceiling and an
addition to . regularly scheduled
to meet specific nutritional needs intake at the floorline of the room.
Saturday
Today
and
The
outlet
may
be
a
tile
of
even
and pay administrative costs. No
chapel services."
inches,
4
but
6
inches
is
better.
Or,
for
money is available this year
t T • Hospital chaplains point out that
baying lunch equipment. Of last to make possible the complete
HORSE SHOW
the films are helpful 'to the partiyear's $75 million, $10 ,million was change, nf air in one hour (desireContinue from Page one
able, sometimes), the' area of the
cular type of patients viewing the
eairmarked for that purpose.
outlet
is
square inches should be that
Each state must match equally
Trophy by Jane Shelby, $40, $30, shows and that the films respect
the sums provided by Congress, of the floor in square feet.
$20, $10.
The
intake
should
have
the
seine
but a State with a lower per capita
Candy Man, Paul Raine. Blue Rib
income than the national,. average area as the outlet and should be bon Farm, Dr. and Mrs. L. C. Wilflush
with
the
floor.
Incidentally,
only
a
to
pay
($1,150 in 1945) has
son, Dyersburg, Tenn.; Swan Maidsum equal to its percentage below in many structu.res now built no en, Dr. Ousler, Humboldt, Tenn.;
the average. Estiniates ars that 7 intake is provided, but this may be Mary Ann, Dr. E. C. Walters; Marmillion of the 27 million elementary remedied by having two doors, the iorie Day, Jane White, Victor, Wiland high school children will get inner one clearing the floor by an lard Goodrich, Fairview Farms.
inch or two, the outer door opened
lunches.
• Class 11—Roadsters
and the inner one kept closed for
Federal Aid to Education
nterchange
of
air.
Or,
a
Prizes
by Betty Jean Gordon, $35,
slot
of
under
proTo get some steam
poised Federal-aid-to-education leg- aroper size may be cut close to the $20, $15, $10.
Miss Batch, A. W. Lashley, Jackislation, Chairman Hartley of the of bottom of the door, with a hinged
Shelbourne,
the': House -Education committee is clap provided for closing it between son, Tenn.; Nancy
air
changes.
Shorty
Stacey, Paducah; Senator the
writing each" State Governor for
In
structures
built
new,
Black
Magic,
tile
of
Second,
Tom
Banks;
,
his views on providing Federal
Tractor Work is our specialty, we
ftmds to help states in more near- aroper size should be built through J. P. Bingham, McKenzie Bakery,
have the repairs in stock, and
ly 'equalizing educational oppor- the wall, at the floor. Inside trap- McKenzie, Tenn.
the tools and equipment to do
Class 12—Grooms
Ihmitites. The New Jersey Congress- doors, should be provided to close
man hopes to report the Governors' the openings except during times of
the job.
Prizes $8, $4, $2, $1.50.
inside
ventilating. Outside, covering
replies to the conunittee when ConMarjorie day, Jim Russell, Jane ;
the
openings,
fine-wire
mesh
should
gress reconvenes next year.
White; Chester Twigg, James Brom- WILLIAMS HDW. CO.
Emphasis falls upon the need for be placed to keep out vermin.
ley, Murray; 'Royal Blue, Luther
PHONE 169
representatives of cooperating orBromley, Murray; Tom, Luther
Fourth St
Fulton, Ky.
ganizations in the States to confer
Bumpus, 'Darker Brown, Fulton.
witth their respective Governors
and express their views about this
problem, the Chairman declared.
The Senate bill by Senator Taft

About

cateitl

Farming

7he Garden

ATTEND THE
RUMMAGE SALE

SATISFACTION OR YOUR
NW/84a

NIGHT
COUGHS

WHEN YOU BUY

duetocolds
ameeased, sticky phlegm loosened up,
irritated uppn breathing passages are
soothed and relieved,by rubbing Vides
VaRub on throat, chest and back
at dtirne. Blessed reliefas VapoRub
PENETRATES to upper bronchial
tubes with its special me&cinal vapors,
STIMULATES chest and back surfaoes like a warming poultice.
Often-by morning most of the misery of the cold is gone! Remember—
ONLY VAPORUB GUY' es You this special double action. It's time-tested,
bome-proved .the best-knovm home
semedy for relievin# miseries of
duldren's colris

icKs

VVAPOPUS

CHAR.IS

A table -and two chair
$1.10

BRAS•GIRDLES•FOUNDATIONS

NAMEL
NU-BRUSH
MARKS

MILDRED WHITE

NO

$1.65 Quart

ROPER
Electric and Furniture Co.

/

STEWART WARNER RADIOS
MODEL 11 REMINGTON
AUTOMATICS
BASEBALL GLOVES
FANS

FISHING SUPPLIES

City Electric Co.
205 Commercial Ave.

Appliances — wiring — Radio repairing & sport goods.
'
.

FOR SALE—New One-row John
Deere power corn binder with
bundle wrier. Williams Hdwe. Co.
..Phone 169.
ARY

SERVICE-- Call
brut' Co.' Ask for Dr.
Cheryl;
_
APPLES FOR SALE: Grymes
Orchard, South Fulton. Phone 365.
FOR SALE--New lumber — all
sizes. Cecil Burnett, R,oute 1.
FOR SALE--DeKalli Seed Cor11.
'Short crop. Order now and get what
I SoR W11114.. Ray Moss, Route 1, Fuis UM.
•

The Army and Air Forte are doing everything
possible today to help each individual develop along the lines
that he picks for himself. Army and Air Force training is
thorough aad take-home pay is better than most civilian jobs,
Opportunities for advancement are wide open to
t
T 1•4
every man in uniform.
U. S. Army and
?Asko your choico,today
your U. S. Army aiMir
U. S. Air Force
Force Recruiting Station.

Federal Building, Paducah, Ky.

If you were a veteran Judge, you'd have grits
memories of Prohibition days.
•t,

crowded with youth.
Memories of poison rot-gut and its
fearful results.

q

4 W

AP

•

sitzttr

'
11,4';:e:
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CLASSIFIED ADS

EUREKA CLEANERS
WASHING MACHINES
LAWN MOWERS
pRESSURE COOKERS

Phone 401

J

ANKLETS-11 Pairs for $1.00
BY PREPAID PARCEL POST
Slight imperfects of regular 25c35c fine anklets for infants, chlldren, or ladies. Cuff tops, assorted colors. Please state sizes.
COUTHERN SALES COMPANY
P.O. BOX 2020
Dept. AMS
Knoxville, Tenn.

Phone 907

SOUTH BEND REELS

Would you go to a loadeirship school?
If you have qualities of leadership, would you
want to develop them to their fullest? U.S. Army
Leadership Schools are now selecting likely
caliaidates from servicemen to take these valuable courses.

Memories of lawless days and prisons
PERIM.
cattg,
WALLPAPERS

""*"""i

You'd have memories of an unwholesome law
that was vicious because it could not be earforced.
To good citizens, today's legal, tax-paying
coholic Beverage Industry is welcome replausi.

'
,

ment. it

Striking colpatternsl
them
144,1
designsl See
Sew
Beautitol
shwas/Wail
ors%
our
today at

Paint

faItoia
Co•
old Glass
SO

is an industry controlled by you.*
the Citizen — not gun men.
'
It doesn't take a judge wise as Solomon to &aide in fiwor of our present set up Legg,
Control!

VAR,

ettoleth
2111

1

Would you soled a corsor In aviation?
This you can do, and be guaranteed the training
,
you choose belore you enlist! Only vetpir0- `
4.,
ments beyond regular physical and mental ei- i aminations are that you be a high school'graduate, or that
you are in the Air Force and can qualify. It's today's great '
opportunity to write your own 'ticket in die Air Force.
.
t
'S\ .
Would you wont to loan tei Sy? If yoti OR 7
1
2,and have had two or more years 4
single, 20 to 26/
of college education or the equivalent, you can
become an Aviation Cadet with the U.S. Air Force. Nowlsein
else can you get better training, for nowhere else is aviatioa
advancing as fast or as far as in our own Air Force.

"
Horo D EcoRATI

rersonal fitting. in my home
303 Park Avenue
Fulton,
Phone 680

-''ONEEATCOVERS

324 Walnut •

HEADLI NE
NEWS

'

Would you go to Europe, Japan or Korea?
Or would you stay near home? Any man who hims
had prior service in the'Armed Forces may elect to
dp any of these things if he enlists in the Army now for 3 years
or more. He can choose to be assigned directly to duty in
Europe or with one of five famous Infantry divisions in the
Far East. Or he may choose to be stationed near home for
the first full year of his enlistznent(wherethere are vacancies).
Men with or without prior service may choose one of thts
famous combat divisions in Japan or Korea.
I )

ICIINTUCKY inettnits, DISTILLERS

DISTIMIUTOIIS
Hontaeky'a ,Valtatble.:04 &Optical I
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7own Topics
Recrso-Pliwao with
Distortion-fres FM. Mester Tone
Control end FLOATING JEWELt
TONE SYSTEM. Glorious reprodwo-.
tion front radio and recordL

Mrs. Charles Huddleston has returned from a visit to her daughter, Mrs. M. T. Gregory and family
in Signal Mountain, Ky., and her
daughter, Mrs. D. M. Clardy in
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hemphill and
little daughter, Martha Kay, and
Jim Himphill spent Sunday at
Pickwick Dam and Shilo National
Park, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fry and
little daughter, Carolyn of Union
City accompanied them.
Mrs. Grace Joyner, Mrs. Beatrice
Valentine and Bill Bowers attended
the fair in Memphis Tuesday.
Mrs. C. D. Brown has returned
to her home in Centralia, Ill., after
a week end visit with Mrs. Guy
Haney on Park Avenue.

GET THIS COMPLETE SET
OF LOVELY

SILVER PLATE
-

AT LOW COST! ,

with SILVER CERTIFICATES
YOU OET HIRE WHEN YOU EUY

PURINA\
LAYING CHOWS SEE US FOR FULL DETAILS

REED BROS.
Feecis and Seeds
Near Freight Depot
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 620
Fertilizer and Orchard Sprays — Custom Grinding — Seed Cleaning

FLEISCHMAN WS Dry Yeastk

no need to keep it in the ice box

ifkivlenfolks have a hankering for fancy bread?
?lbw — with Fleischmann's Fruit Rising Dry
Yeasu you can.baske it in "hurry-up"time...any
14pne! It's always there when you need it—
ititys fresh in the cupboard for weeks. IF
YOU BAKE AT HOME—dissolve acconiing to directions. Then use as fresh yeast.
Get Fleiechmann's Fiuit Ftising Dry Yeast
today. At your grocer's.

Keeps in the cupboard

APPLE STORAGE I
Rooms Now Ready
Apples may remain in storage until January
15, 1948, but must be removed on or before that
date.

PaCS

Mrs. Guy Haney is visiting relaivcs in Centralia, Ill.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Pullets should be
vaccinated
SARAH ANN'S
"Reality" is the subject of -the against pox when they are
to 12
Lesson-Sermon
which
will
be
read
COOK
BOOK
Mrs. L. B. Newton and daughin all Christian Science churches weeks old.
,- er, Dorothy, have returned from
throughout the world on Sunday,
Pigs treated with hog-cholera vacThe pantry shelves may have September 28, 1947.
week end visit to her son, L. B.
Newton, Jr., and family in Jackson, been well stocked five or six years
The Golden Text is: "As for God, cine two weeks after weaning woe
l'enn.
ago, but this season finds them in,his way is perfect: the word of the- considered to be immune to chains
need of pickles, jellies, spiced fruit'Lord is tried: he is a buckler t,o all infection until they reach marketing
Charlie Thompson of Memphis
those that trust in him."(Ps.18:30). ate.
was the week end guest of his and preserves. Why not convert
Among the citations which eomyour surplus vegetables and fruits'prise the Lesson-Sermon is the folmother, Mrs. Martha Thompson.
into some of these? Some of these'lowing from the Bible: "In the beMr. and Mrs..Jimmy Lewis and recipes are reprinted by requeit. ginning was the Word, and the
little son have returned to their Try them.
Word was God . . . All things were
home in Lexington, Ky., after a
made by him; and without him was
short visit with her mother, Mrs.
not anything made that was made."
Easy to Make Pickles
W. H. Purcell.
aohn 1:1,3).
The public is invited to attend all
Cucumbers
Jerry Mullins left Tuesday for
services.
1
cup
sugar
the University of Kentucky, Lexing1 cup salt
ton, after a summer vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
1 cup dry mustard
Mullins at their home on the MayVenegar
When we recondition your aims
field highway.
Wipe cucumbers with a damp
it's like getting a new pak—
without the cost of buying NNW
Mr. and Mrs. Shawie Noffel have cloth, but do not wash. Pack closeshoes. Bring your old show blow
returned to their home in Portage- ly in a 2 galloxi jar to within 3
today.
ville, Mo., after a short visit with inches of the top. On top of the cuhis parents, Mr. and Mrs. John cumbers put the sugar, salt and
Noffel.
dry mustard, made into a paste
At 227 Fourth Street
Mrs. Roxie Stallins and son, Ray- with a little vinegar .Fill the jar
mond, will attend the fair in Mem- with vinegar and put a weight on
Flavious and H'. W. Wriglitt
Today and Saturday
phis Saturday.
210 Commercial Ave.
top. They will be ready to use in
about 2 weeks. These sour pickles
Frank Cequin Jr., of Huntingdon, Tenn., spent Tuesday night can be used to make sweet or other ••••••
with his grandmother, Mrs. J. P. fancy pickles or relish.
Cequin.
ANNOUNCEMENT....
Cucumber Relish
Mrs. Mary Patrick of Clinton,
1 quart cucumbers sliced thin
was the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
I wish to announce to my friends that I have a complete
Jesse Harris Tuesday night and. at1 large onions
tended the Horse Show.
Vinegar
line of Hanmade burial dresses, including a nice assortment
1 large sweet pepper.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Cathey and
of pre-war silks, laces and other materials from which you
Salt
children, Sarah Lete and Herbie,
can make your selection.
1 cup sugar
and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Bowlin
and little son, Ken, will attend the
1 teaspoon mustard seed
The stock can be seen either in my home' or at your
fair in Memphis Saturday.
1 teaspoon powdered horseradish
funeral
home. Purchases can be made direct frorn me or anSprinkle sliced cucumbers with
Mr. and Mrs. T. Sophia and their
son. Dr. Ralph Sophia of Detroit, salt. Let stand 3 hours. Drain. Cut
ranged through your funeral director.
Mich., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. onions and pepper fine and add to
K. Homra last week.
the cucumbers. Add spices. Cover
viengar, being careMrs. Ben Gohlson and daughter, the whole Ibith
Martha. spent the week end in Chi- ful not to use too much. Heat
cago visiting Mr. Gohlson, who is thoroughly but do not boil. Seal •
Owner
•
a patient in the I. C. Hospital,
at once.

ATTEND THE
RUMMAGE SALE

CITY SHOE SHOP

KATE FOY

PALESTINE

Cucumber Sweet Pickle
1 peck cucumbers
gallon water
1 cup salt
1 gallon water
1 cup slacked lime
Put the washed cucumbers in 1
*anon of water with 1 cup of salt.
Soak 1 week. Put a weight on top.
Then wash and scrub with a brush.
Cut in slices and soak in a gallon
of water to which has been added
the slacked lime. Soak for 3 hours.
Wash again and cover with the following syrup. Soak overnight. Then
drain the syrup off and boil the
syrup for 15 minutes. Pour over
the cucumbers, let stand for 2
hOurs, then boil for 10 minutes. Put
in jars and sail. .`

Bro. E. F. Sands was guest of Mr.
and M.ra. Harvey Pewitt Sunday
from church.
Mr. and Mrs. Glyn Bard visited
her grand mother in Pulaska, Ill.
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Moblei visited Mr. and Mrs. Byron McAlister
near Beelerton Sunday afterneon.
Mrs. Perry Capelle of New Orleans, La., is spending a few days
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Drysdale.
Mrs. Harry Murphy is attending
a house party -at the home of Mrs.
Henry Alexander in Crestwood, Ky.
Little Judy Hoodenpyle spent the
week end with her aunt, Mrs. Jennie Wade.
Tuesday viiirors of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Thompson were Mrs. Zilla
McAlister of Detroit, Mrs. Ida GrisSyrup
lam, Mrs. Cland Nelson of near
Oukedom and Mrs. Clarence Cald1 cup sugar
ell.
1 cup vinegar
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts visit1-2 box pickled spices
d his mother near Fulgham Sunday
Make as much syrup as needed
fternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Hardy and to cover cucumbers.
family spent Sunday with Mr. and
Pkkle Relish
Mrs. Mac Burrow.
The Fourth Quarterly conference
2 heads cabbage
vill convene at Water Valley church
8 green peppers
Sunday afternoon, Sept. 28. Rev.
12 onions
R. A. Clark, district superintendent
10 carrots
will preach at 2:30, folpwed by the
1-2 cup salt
business meeting.
'Mrs. ,Homer Weatherspoon and
3 pints vinegar
son, Dan, are reported on sick list.
6 cups sugar
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard accom1 tablespoon celery seeds
-e-nied their son, Eugene to BowlGrind the cabbage, Onion, pepmg Green, Ky.,' Wednesday where
per and carrots through the food
he enrolled in school.
chopper with the medium knife. Add
- Natio/41 Safety Council figures the salt and let stand 2 hours.
for 1946 show that 5,900 farm resi- Drain very dry. Add the vinegii,
dents were killed in motor vehicle sugar and celery seed Mix well
accidents — an increase of 1,000 and seal.
aver 1945.
Nine homemakera in Taylor coun- •+444.4...treHer....41.10,10111440414410411411
ty made 43 racks, half-shelves, filing systems and drawer partitions
in a home management training
school.

1
Playtime Energy
Active boys and active girls both need the energy
, which FULTON PURE milk so abundantly con- tains. Whether for an in-between builder-upper
or to drinlc with their regular meals, serve plenty
of FULTON PURE milk. They will love its cool,
refreshing taste. Order plenty of FULTON PURE:
milk today.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

WANTED

QUICK EXTRA CASH
Bike a:tea% BRINGS
FOR DOCTOR FOILS
AND OTHER THINGS

Young man to learn the feed and
lour blending business. High school
or college education. Preferably
,ome experience with machinery,
is in gins or oil mills.
Write Box 101, The Fulton County
Ne -is, Fulton, Ky.

CIXARGES

Friendly Living Rooms

50c bu. $1 small bbl. $1.25 large bbl. Container should be marked clearly with owner's
name,and top must be SECLTRELY FASTENED

Here we have living room suites that are both
practical and beautiful. Practical because you get
real value in the solid construction and long-

NO INSPECTION w.ill be made at time apples are placed in storage, so we accept NO
RESPONSIBILITY for condition of fruit at
time of removal.
-471

-fq•Cilt

-

FULTON ICE 00.

wearing quality of the materials. Beautifusl because
the design and decorative schemes are hard to duplicate even -in costlier furniture., For the best in
living comfort — for a room that radiates friendly
OPEN WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

4tio
A book case $1.10

Exchange Furniture Co.

ROPER
Electric and Furniture Co.
324 Walnut

hospitaliV — come here to select your furniture.
'
'

Thane 907

ltn tittles ST.

PHONE SS
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LATHAM

ROCK SPRINGS

JOHN E. BROWN IS
NEW FARM CREDIT
GENERAL AGENT

Friday, September 26, 1947

Clinton spent the week end with Taylor for Mrs. Taylor's sister, Imohis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vance gene. A large crowd attended. All
Hicks
and Wallis Howard and Ed- reported a nice time.
Mignone Morriss,'
na. They also spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. John McClanahan
Mr. and Mrs. Richard McAlister
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Williams from Ind Nicky and Mr. and Mrs. Peray
her parents, Mr. arid Mrs. Claude and daughter, Paula, of Detroit are
Illinois moired into our community .re- tch and Max were Sunday visiTaylor and Joy.
spending two weeks with Mr. and
last week to Mut William's place. tors of Mr. and Mrs. Turney Byrd.
Mrs. Marshal Dowdia spent a Mrs. Raymond Gambill and other
They need no introduction as they
Lairs. Deanie Brown visited her
while Tuesday with
Mrs. Edgar relatives in and around Fulton.
lived here three years ago. We wel- laughter, Mrs. Leara Armbruster
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 26—John E. Grissom.
C. B. Caldwell is improving after
come Harold and Betty back into
Fulton, Tuesday and Tuesday Brown, owner of a large tobacco
A birthday diner was given at being sick for two weelcs.
our school.
night.
9nd livestock farm near Shelbyville, the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Claude
Mr. and Mrs. Rice Spence spent
Mrs. Birtie Robey has been sufMr. and Mrs. R. A. Brown went Ky., was elected general agent
fering much lately with pelligra. .o Bolivar, Tenn., Friday night, aft- the Farm Credit Administration of
of
She is taking treatments at the Ful- er her fathter, Mr. Bernie Stallins, Louisville today. He succeeds Ernton Hospital.
who has employment there.
est Rice who retired last month.
Don Parker has been indisposed
roar/WW1,-s
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sams and
As general agent Mr. Brown will
for the past week. Dee Copeland Mrs. Willena Veatch shopped in be responsible for coordinating
has been employed at Parker Bro's. Cairo, Thursday.
operations of the district Federal
Store.
Mrs. Dorothy Exam and baby, of Land Bank, Federal Intermediate
Bro. Paul Hall preached his first Fulton, spent Friday
with her Credit Bank, Production Credit
sermon at Bible Union Church of mother, Mrs. Utha Elliott.
Corporation and Bank for CooperaChrist last Sunday. He will conLee and Alvie Snow and Hubert tives to provide farmers in
Ohio,
tinue to preach here on third Sun- Mullins visited Joe Snow, for Indiana, Kentucky
and Tennessee
OR A
remaining awhile Thursday night.
day afternoons for ,
with a complete cooperative loan
part of the year in Bro. Pat HardMrs. Georgia Moore spent Wed- service. In making the announceeman's place, who will soon go to nesday with Mrs. Ella Veatch.
ment, the Louisville district's board
Illinois to live.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Deweese, of directors said Mr_ Brown would
We are indeed sorry to hear of Coy Lee and Mrs. Wilson had sup- serve in. the over-all general agent
a bad ear wreck near Hickman last , ,er Wednesday night with Mr. and capacity in addition to being
presiweek in which Billy Rushing of the I Mrs. Guy Brown.
dent of the ,
,Louisville Bank for
U. S. Navy, a former Dukedom boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen, Cooperatives, a position he has held
ryas injured. He is in Memphis Hos- Martha Kay, Sandra Lou Hale and since 1934.
pital with a broken leg. He was on
Mrs. Nora Copelen were Sunday
Mr.
/eave and visiting his mother, Mrs. visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Herman inent Brown has a long and promrecord of service to agriculEven in postwar America a penny still can perforni
Lorene Rushing, who now lives in Prince of near Pryorsburg.
ture.
He
a few amazing feats.
Murray.
Etthel Moore visited Marshal and Cooperativintroduced the Bingham
e
Marketing
Act
in the
Mrs. Carrie Marshall is seriously Johnie Moore Sunday.
1922 session of the Kentucky LegTake,for instance, the penny the young woman is
Mrs. Herchel Elliott is on the sick islature,
at her home near Welch school.
is
a
past
president
of the
depositing in the scale. Such a copper was more
Dr. Bell is on his way home to at- list.
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Fields are the and Emmart
tend her. Other relatives, Mrs. Powthan the average paid the Illinois Central last year
Packing
Company,
has
rrs from Detroit and Mrs. Dorothy Proud parents of baby boy, born served as a member
for moving a ton of freight a full mile.
of the execuMoody from Memphis arrived last Friday night September 19th.
tive ,committee of the University
week.
Low cost transportation like this can spring only
of Kentacky Board of Trustees, was
Mrs. Susan Brundige is hame
PILOT OAIC
a director of a Shelbyville bank
from handling millions of carloads of freight with
friam the hospital and is slowly imfor 25. years, has been active in tomodern American efficiency. With pennies earned
proving. Mrs. Betty Biggs Winstead
Mrs. Mary Collins
bacco cooperatives and is a director
is staying with them.
by this service, the Illinois Cent-al in 1946 paid
of
the
Bourbon
Stockyard
Miss
June
ComHart from Brandon,
)4rs. Mary Carney is improving
out nearly 113 million dollars.in wages,62 mil
pany.
rapidly following a major opera- Miss.,•visited her grandparents, Mr.
lions for materials and supplies and 33 millions
and
Mrs.
Hart
and Mr. and Mrs. after a week with
tion.
parents,
Mr. and
for taxes and interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Griffith and Jim Rains the past week.
Mrs. Ed Frields.
Mrs. Dot Williams is convalesing
Miss Annie from California are visMr. Dave Mathis left for Akron,
After payment of these expenses, all pennies reiting relatives and friends ef this nicely at the Fuller-Gilliam Hospi- Ohio a few days ago and is
visiting
tal in Mayfield.
community.
maining, and more, were spent for the purchase
his children, Joel Maps and famiMrs.
Carleen
Fields and Mrs. ly.
Jim Wheeler seems to be improvnew equipment. For the Illinois Central is deof
Lora
Jones,
Mrs.
Viola Moore and
ing slowly.
Marty farmers are now saving
termined that its service shall continue to merit
Lers remember next Sunday night Mrs. Nell Hainley visited Mrs. hay and the yield will be much
your friendship and patronage.
is singing time at Latham. Lets all Maude Lamb Thursday of last ter than expected. Baling and betstorweek
of feedstuff and grains will enable
Mr. and Mrs. Will Collins spent farmers to
Don't forget our school fair on
W. A. JoriNgroN, President
'uesday of last week with Mr. and here this keep live stock on farms
Ott. 10 and the funnest play that l'ilvt
winter.
rs.
Edd Rhodes.
sight, Aunt Jerushy on the War
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart and
Path."
WEST STATE, LINE
Wardie spent Friday night of last
Curled-toe paralysis in chickens is week with Bro. and Mrs. Tip Willis
Ms. Edgar Grissom
Mayfield and attended the street
due to a deficiency of ribofIvin;
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird
powdered milk or whey supplies this preaching service conducted by Bro.
of
H. M. Southard.
Cayce, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
vitamin in abundance.
GrisMrs. Maude Lamb, Mrs. Lora som of this community
Failure to feed liberally and failspent Sunure to feed
balanced ration are Jones. Mrs. Hester Evans visited day with Mrs. Grissom, father, Mr.
the most serious faults in average Mrs. Winnie Steele and Mrs. Maw and Mrs. W. M. Weatherford and
Collins Monday afternoon of last sons of Springhill
livestock feeding programs.
community.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Gambill
Mrs. Lela Bushart and Mrs. Ludic
, and son, Micheal attended
church
Casey visited Mrs. Dot Williams at the Church
. Saturday morning at the Fuller- Micheal spent of Christ Sunday.
the
day with his
ailliam Hospital in Mayfield.
grandparents, Mr.
Mrs. Evelyn Melton worked in the Gambill of South and Mrs. John
Fulton.
Floyd and Williams restaurant in
Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
HiCiES of
Mayfield last week.
MAIO LINO OF ISIO-AIM-1111CA
Mrs. Ladeen Wiggins went to work
at the garment factory at Fulton
'ast week.
The revival meeting began at the
Church of Christ here Sunday. EvEFFICIENT
ery body is invited to attend these
services.
PROMPT and
AND BIBLE UNION

NeCie L. Copelen

a while Sunday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Griffin and
daughter., Ann.
Eugene Bard is leaving Wednesday for Bowling Green to enter
college there.
Seems, since the rain Sunday afternoon, as though Jack Frost is
just around the corner. Some of
.the farmers don't have their tobacco cut as yet.

YOUR ININEL7 WEIGHT
TON OF FREIGHT

I

•

I

WATCH

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

REPAIRING

COURTEOLIS SERVICE

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Frields

VOA:at LOCAL DEALER FOR

DIAMONDS

R. M. KIRKLAND
•

„JEWELER

MAIN Sit

FULTON, KY.

Mrs. Guy Casey and baby have
been removed from the Haws Clinic
and are doing nicely at their home
near here.
Work began on the HeiTnitt Roberts house the past weer and the
remodeling will add much to the
appearance.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent and
son, Artell, arrived a few days ago
from Detroit where they have resided some four years. They are home
to stay and are looking their best.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Bates Byars
a fine young miss at the Jones
Clinic the past week. Their firsjp*
both are doing nicely.
Mrs. Earl Mitchell 'and daug
—g-1
ter, Judy, have returned to Paducah

ANNOUNCEMENT--

We wish to announce the opening of our Funeral
Home in its new location at
408 Eddings Street.
For a number of years we have served the people of Fulton
and the surrounding communities to the best of our ability, and at this time we
feel that it behooves
us to rededicate ourselves to your service. It is our purpose
to continue to do everything within our power to lighten your burdens in your
hour of bereavement.
We sincere1)7 appreciate the confidence you have placed
in us in the pastand
assure you that we will continue to discharge this obligation
as a sacred trust.
' We shall continue to maintain our ambulance service
in a courteous, prompt
and efficient manner.

you.

Ralph Breeden and Robert E. Mobley will continue to
assist us in serving

WINFRED WHITNEL
ANN W. HORNBEAK

A New Word
for "Economy"
Fa.shion-wise women know that it isn't necessary
to buy new clothes all the time . .. but it is necessary to keep every garment in top condition for
good appearance. That's why so many are using
our superb dry cleaning service regularly. They
find the PARISIAN dry cleaning is another way
to spell E-C-0-N-0-M-Y.

, WHITNEL-HORNBEAK
Funeral Home
408 Eddings Sireet

Fulton. Kentucky
For Day and Night Ambulance Service

Laundry & Cleaners

PHONE 8 8

fro
Me

Mo
du(
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vith Mr.
in and
Wednes:o enter

Mrs. L. G. Brady has returned
from a visit to her daughter in
Memphis.
Mrs. J. H. Pond and Mrs. A. H.
Moore spent Wednesday in Paducah shopping.

Mrs. T. M. Pittman, has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bouldin and
to her home in Memphis after a vis- children spent the week end with
it to her sister, Mrs. T. N. Fields her mother, Mrs. J. C. Clendin in
trid other relatives.
Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Neisler and , Mrs. Luke Mooneyham, Mrs. Nell
family of Detroit are the guests I Marie Mooneyham and Miss Corrine
this week of his mother, Mrs. Ruby Lovelace' spent Friday afternoon in
Neisler on Bates street.
Union City shopping.

iday aftFrost is
iome of
ir tobac-

LEADING SCIENTISTS WAR DEAD SURVIVORS
TELL OF DISCOVERIES REQUESTED TO GIVE
OF ANIMAL DISEASES PROPER ADDRESSES
Important Advances
Cited at Veterinary
Convention Last Aug.

Get the

Safety at Higher Speeds
of 7°1-(2a4t4Geignair
•

A IVEEK

9A3V-,
-D
GENERAL
TIRE
Your worn risky tires ars worth more in trade for
ToP-Ouality Generals. Don't let thorn go until you
got our propoidtion. Como in today. Wall go the
limit to Ova you a Trade-In deal you can't rausii.

the Regular Army unassigned for
not less than a three-year period_
(e) The applicant Must be other_
wise eligible and qualified for enlistment under current regulations.
(d) The applicant must obtain
recommendation from a reputable
citizen attesting to his good reputation and character.
The schools, duration of each class
and the location of each school
may be obtained at the nearest U.S.
Army Recruiting Station along with
any other information on the subject. U.S. Army Recruiting Stations
are located at 29 Federal Building,
Paducah, Ky.: First National Bank
Building, Mayfield- Ky.; and Court
HoUse, Princeton, Ky.

A new training prograin designed
to bring into the Army qualified
high school graduates for specific
technical schooling became effective September 15, 1947. In genAssurance that the United States eral, the program
will continue to be the world's safest cellent opportunityprovides an explace to raise livestock caine from high school graduates for qualified
to apply for
Cincinnati during the 84th annual and be authorized to
attend specific
convention of the American Veteri- Army schools at the
completion of
nary Medical Association.
basic or refresher training.
There, for four days beginning
Graduates interested in pursuing
August 18, internationally recogVitamin A deficiency is one of the
nized Scientists told of the newer these training courses must make
techniques and discoveries that may application through their nearest major causes of sterility in farm
animals.
soon be put to use in safeguarding recruiting station. The recruiting
Cocker spaniels are likely to eat
the health of farm livestock and station will then forward such applications
to
the
Training
Division, hairpins, Scotties eat needles, and
pet animals.
which
serves
the
area
in
which
the cats eat string.
Following are some of the facts
Tuberculous hens usually grow
that were brought out at the con- station is located. The applicant will
be
given
the
right
of selecting the ,long claws.
vention.
Aramy technical school he wishes to
Animals Will Benefit From
attend. If the Training Division
Atomic Bomb
Notwithstanding the world-wreck- authorizes attendance at the school
Cagle Plumbing Shop
ing implictaions of the atomic bomb, of the applicant's choice, the rescience is showing how, properly cruiting station is authorized to proused, atomic principles can help to ceed with the enlistment and the
build a better world. Describing applicant will be assured of attendone of the newest benefits of atom ing the sc_liool he has selected.
There are certain basic qualificaresearch, Dr. J. W. Buchta of Minneapolis told the AVMA conven- tions, however. They are as foltion that radioactive isotopes, an lows:
atomic product, are now being used
(a) He must be a male high school
as 'tracers" of body proccesses in graduate or possess a state certifianimals--to reveal hidden secrets cate attesting to the fact that he has
206 Church St.
that can be put to use by vet- the equivalent of a high school edPhone 399
erinarians in combating livestock ucation.
diseases.
(b) The applicant must enlist in
Newcastle Disease
Maryland research workers reported that they had succeeded in
preparing vaccines that gave chickens co.mplete protection against infection with Newcastle disease.
Their study suggested that dependable vaccine may soon be available
to rout —the ravages of this widespread poultry infection. Other research workers at the convention
told of improved methods of diagnosing Newcastle disease on the
farm and in the laboratory, and a
report of experiments on the medical treatment of this disease showed that a number of drugs may become useful in treating affected
omis
irrds
.
bp
ing Brucellosis Treatment
A drug with a tensyllable name
may meet the need for an effective
means of treating brucellosis. Up
to now, various drugs have been
tried with variable success. In acclaiming para-aminobenzoic acid as ,
a destroyer of brucellosis germs,
eastern scientists said that experiments with this drug in guinea pigs
gave "remarkable" results.
Foot and Mouth Disease
Dr. M. S. Shahan, co-director of
the foot and mouth disease eradication program in Mexico, showed
that there is more to handling this
disease in Mexico than most people
think. "Social, economic, legal, education, and even religious factors"
For a permanent record of the most important
are complicating the program, said
years Cif his life — let us make a stucllo portrait
Dr.' Shahan. On the whole, however,
now. Such a pWso makes a perfect gift for relathe results of eradication work to
date are encouraging and demon - 1
tives and friends, Come in anytime.
strate that the United States and
Mexico are doing everything possible to deal with the problem.

The Best Years
Of Our Life

Phone 60

Fulton

RECIPE OF THE WEEK

setting

higher standards of value on every job!

THE CAB TWAT
-IREATHES"—"inhales" fresh air and
"exhales'
.used air.•

CHEVROLET VALVEIN-HIAD TRUCK
ENGINES ars world's
most economical for
their size.

HYDRAULIC 11111aKas
are exclusively designed
for greater brokahning
contact.
•

A good way to make a small
amount of meat go a long way is
to serve it with green -peppers.
Home economists at the UK college
of agriculture and home economics
suggest that cornbread crumbs may '
take the place of the usual cooked
rice in the recipe.
Stuffed Green Peppers
6 peppers
cup ground ham or other meat
1 tablespoon onion
1-2 cup celery
1-2 cup corn bread crumbs
. 1-2 cup tomato juice or milk
1 teaspoon salt
Wash peppers and remove stem
ends and seeds. Parboil peppers
in boiling salted water for 5 minutes. Drain. Mix ham, onion, celery
and cornbread crumbs, then add
tomato juice or milk. Mix well. Fill
peppers and bake for 30 minutes
in a medium oven, 325 to 350 degrees. During the last 15 minutes
cover with buttered bread crumbs
if desired.
Menu: Stuffed green peppers, seven-minute cabbage with cheese,
corn on the cob, sliced tomatoes,
rolls, butter and baked pears. .

Gardner's Studio

Heifers train well to fast milking
when they are placed in the milking
line about a month before freshening.

LARGER WINDSHIELD
and WINDOWS give
22% greater visibility.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Wafting Cleats and Nime
Pieces ef All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
IEWELRY COMPANY

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
' Cob has moth moms FOOT
toots, SEATING SIPACI—
fully odfustobie seats.

'Truk-a/ hooking aid vootialing •ystone
optimal al arks (col.

They're new from roof to road—
with ADVANCE DESIGN—tomorrow's trucks today I

Phone 807 R
Or Call 70

Dr. H. W. Comiaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highwey

•

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

NOW AIRonditioqed
HICKORY LOG
B A R-134-1
108 East Fourth Street
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Palestine Homemakers
Mrs. Leon Hutchens
Hostess
to Dinner
Community
House
at
Meets

Mrs. Leon Hutchens was hostess
The Palestine Homemakers Club o .a
met September 19 at the Palestine evening at ock dinner Wednes ay
i-her home on Central
Community House. Mrs. William
avenue
McClanahan, president, presided of her complementing the mernbers
Mrs_ Greengrass Presides Retta Eaves Weds
club.
and Mrs. John Verhines, citizenship
Games of hearts were enjoyed
chairman, introduced the guest
M.West Fulton PTA Meet L. Minton Sunday
speakers, Mrs. Grace Cavender; during the evening, with Mrs. 1'. D.
Boaz winning high score prize and
The West Fulton P.-T.A. held the
The First Methodist church was County Health nurse and Harry Mrs. Moore Joyner booby prize.
ftrat. meeting of the new school the scene of a wedding of beauty Barry, county sanitation officer.
Members present were Mrs. Boaz,
and simplicity Sunday afternoon at
*ear Tuesday, September 18.
The devotional was conducted by Mrs. Joyner, Mrs. Carl Kimberlin,
The meeting was presided over 3 o'clock, when Retta Eaves, daugh- Mrs. Ethel Browder.
Mrs. David Holloway, Mrs. Bud
*Or Mrs. Leo Greengrass, the new ter of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Eaves
A report of the Advisory Council ! Huff.
president, who expressed her ap- became the bride of Layton Minton, held at Cayce was given by Mrs. Roy '
nephew
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
E.
Minpirmintion of the opportunity of
Bard and during the business ses- Returns From Houseparty
serving the organization as presi- ton of Cadiz, Ky.
sion plans were made to serve lunch In Crestwood, Kentucky
The impressive double ring cere- on "Annual Day," October 21.
des' and briefly mentioned a few
Mrs. Hoyt Moore, Mrs. Ben Evof her main objectives for the year. money was performed by the RPV.
The following program was pre- ans, Mrs. J. C. Scruggs, Mrs. R. C.
Ifinutes of previous meetings were W. E. Mischke.
sented by the leaders: Landscaping Pickering, Mrs. Ann Hornbeak,
The bride was attractive in a was discussed by Mrs. Robert
read by the secretary, Mrs. Aaron
Batts and a treasurer's report was model of dusty blue crepe ,with Thompson. Mrs. McLeod, home dem- Mrs. Abe Jolley, Mrs. Harry Murbrown accessories. Her flowers were onstration agent, showed a map of phy, Mrs. J. D. Davis, Mrs. Clanton
given by Mrs. George Moore.
The president gave a brief but a corsage of red roses. Miss Gladys Kentucky used by U. S. Public Meacham have returned from a
interesting report of her trip to Eaves, sister of the bride was maid Service in malaria control. Mrs. I house party. given by Mrs. Henry
Covington, Ky., to the State Con- x honor. "She was attired in a Gus Browder told of plans to study I Alexander in Crestwood, Ky. Mrs.
dress of pink and black with black noints of interest in Kentucky this Alexander was formerly of Fulton.
sention, April 21-23, 1947.
The district meeting of the P.-TA. accessories and a corsage of pink year and Mrs. Charles Wright gave
TOWN TOPICS
1e be held in Fulton October 24 was rose buds.
a report prepared by Misses DorMr. and Mrs. Howard Flake and
John Minton, brother of the groom othy Thelkeldi and Verna Latzke,
amounced and all members were
aged to cooperate in making this serviecl as best man.
clothing Mr. and Mrs. James Cullum and
clothing specialists, on
little son, Kenny, of Jackson, Tenns
Following the ceremony a small guides for fall.
meeting a success.
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell was elected reception was held in the home of
Mrs. Hillman Collier assisted by spent the week end with their
vise-president of the local organi- the brides parents, with members Mrs. Richard Mobley directed the mother, Mrs. Pearl Weaver.
ratios and Mrs. Harold Newton and of the family and close friends at- recreational program and the hosMr. and Mrs. Frank Ferrire of
Mrs Ernest Fall, Jr., were named tending.
esses, Mrs. Robert Watts, Mrs. Gtis
The couple left after the reception Browder and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell
So serve as chairman of the program and hospitality committees. for a wedding trip to the Ozarks.
served refreshments to 29 members
For traveling the bride wore a and two visitors, Mrs. Thomas
Mks Eugene Waggoner and Miss
Mary Royster were elected to serve black dress with black and white Bruce and Mrs. Howard Bondurant.
waft the officers and committee accessoriers.
The couple will be at home aftchairman as an executive commiter October 1 in Elizabethtown, First Christian Church
Ise.
Mrs 'nyeII Harrison and Mr. Hu- Tenn.
Sarah Dean Class Meets
bert -Taco introduced the new meanFULTON, KENTUCKY
tem of the faculty, and. other new Ken Bowlin Honored
Mrs. Hubert Bennett was hostsresafters of the P.-T.A. were weless Monday afternoon to the Sarah
TODAY and TOMORROW
maned. The regular meeting date With Birthday Party
Dean Class of the First Christian
max set act.the third Tuesday of each
church with Mrs. Moore Joyner and
Little
Ken
Bowlin
was
honored
month. Mrs. Greengrass explained on his third
birthday with a party Mrs. C. P. Bruce, co-hostesses.
-Art due to the lengthy business ses- by his
Mrs. B. B. Alexander gave a timemother, Mrs. Gilbert Bowlslam tfsere would be no program at
Ari !
ly devotion followed by prayer.
H
ij
It TP
Ms meeting but appropriate pro- in at their home on West State
Mrs.
E. M. Oakes, the president,
I. 44.4
MOFFETT
grams wvuld be prepared for the Line Saturday, September 20.
The little guests were entertained presided over the meeting. During
plus
isPenving meetings.
the business session it was decided
A social hour was enjoyed during with contests, and Jesse Bell Gam- to have a rummage sale in the
bill,
Annette
Campbell
and
Johnnie
width the large group expressed
ieggri
X
l
basement of the church Saturday,
osesusiassn for the coming year's Green won prizes.
October 4.
. —
cream
and
cake
were
served.
Ice
work Light refreshments were
During the social hour a contest
Favors of bubbles were given
served.
of Proverbs was enjoyed by all. A
little
guest.
each
1'5
Alt patrons of the West Fulton
Those attending were Micheal salad plate and coffee was served
'throat atm did not attend this meetto 14 members.
Paula
Fay
Campbell,
Al
McClain,
Inar are urged to remember the
seat one, October 21, at 3 p. m. "A Bennett, Frankie Ellis, Sarah Lee
SUN. - MON. Annette Camp- Mrs. L. O. Bradford
*Midly welcome will be given you Cathey. Donna and
Ann Green.
rim/ you will benefit both yourself bell, Johnnie and RoseBell
Gambill, Hostess At Bridge
and your children by your presence, Pat Greengrass, Jesse
Sug and Bobby Perkins, and John
Z.-TA," officers said.
Wesley Warner.
Mrs. L. O. Bradford was hostess
Out of town guests were Ken's to the members of, her bridge club
Mr. and Mrs. Johny Lancaster and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. sVii. W. Tuesday afternoon at her home on
Bile daughter and Mrs. S. L. Brown Council, Terry Smith, Ed Stevens, Third street.
s
'i
i ,s
r
C,regory PE.:K
weal Sunday with the latter's Jr., Doris Council and Ann Harris
Games of e_,ontract were enjoyed
l', •
Jane W'MAN
amilber and sister, Mrs. Jennie Stone all of Union City and Sandra Waller during the afternoon. Mrs. T. M.
: sas/ briNs Olma Stone in Paducah. of Martin.
Franklin received high score prize
Mrs. Vester Freeman was a guest
NS
1
lir. and Afrs. Milton Callihan and
returned
to
Underwood
his
Glenn
to the club.
I•
/
4
Trees *Ior
sailiftfres were in UnionsCity Friday home in Chicago after visiting relaAt the close of the games the hostafternoon shopping.
byes here.
ess served light refreshments.

FULTON
AS

Memphis were Friday night guests It Pays to advertise In The News.
I Rene', your subscription now.
I of Mrs. Ruth Scott.
Mrs. Ruth Scott spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.C.
Redditt
Obion.
Mrs. W. S. Curlin of Memphis Is
spending a few days here .with
t riends.
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Jonakin spent
the week end with friends in Chicago.

MATERNITY
DRESSES
Slips — Gowns
Nursing Brassieres

DOTTY SHOP

PARTY LINE
HARMONY
to7eli •

lom
Complete calls quickly. This
assures better service for you
and your porty line neighbors.

KEEP CALLS
BRIEF

1
Be sure phone is placed
securely on hook after each
call. Remember,one phone off
the hook ties-up on entire line.

HANG UP
CAREFULLY

I'

Allow a little time between
calls to permit others to have
their turn at the line.

GIVE OTHERS
A CHANCE

. il
ileazema'
, -, ,

Also Fox

When another party on your
line has on emergency, please
release the line quiddy...and
pleasantly.

RELEASE
THE LINE IN .
EMERGENCY

NEWS
s•SN

le AO

WED. - THUR.
•/
•

too hosint to it Soesll

A VE-

4P10
..

and no wonder they're asking!

WAVE is the exciting

new

HEDY LAMARR

Shiiqe
Wa

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
lasorporstrad

ssomo

RADIO

permanent wave
Added Fox Nestisl*

system everyone is talking about. it's the ONLY
permanent featuring "Split Second Timing." No
matter what type of hair you have, the skillful
handling of this scientific precision instrument by
our

ORPHEUM

operators assures you a perfect,

iustrous permanent. hair that stays olive, radientty beautiful, soft as spun silk — a lasting
wave of greater eiepth

FUI.TON. KENTUCKY

THERE'S MORE NOW
SO WORK REfRESHED

TODAY and TOMORROW
enARLES STARRETT
SMILEY BURNETTE

us 'ell .;o's rn

F"

-,....-

In

"TERROR 111A.IL"
V
d49A°
if's New

it's Natural
it's Scientifically
Correct

Not a cold wave — Not a machine wave. No overproceming
— -no undgmarocessing ---- our
expert individual hair stylists
assure you of successful results.
Radio Wave brings you the
precision permanent at last!

Comedy and Serial
s.

SUNDAY and MONDAY
avicir 1
%.:0•' I i,tasti ,,
KO*
'100 1..s.""" sLL IA
03041
a
r
il

Il
ia
"

'

Read these conunents made by some of our customers who have recently received our "Radio Wave" permanent:
Sue Jewell says, "It is softer and more natural looking than any permanent I have ever had."
Evelyn Huffman says, "Radio Wave!" The ultimate permanent!
Marian Maxfield says, "It is wonderful. I am very pleased with mine."

1
6%O
tt
Cartoon and Comedy
TUE. - WED. - THUR.
Dpuble Feature

Inlig

cl),Lts4,1,ti

s

all

LW

GEORGE ANY

DOW.taus

LOVE BEAUTY SHOPPE
301 Norman St.
ORA PEARL (Weaver) BRAZZELL, Owner
`4111111111111ftlir

Phone 1235

'4 SU

PI;is
JOAN LESLIE
in

'CLNDEREI.LA JONES'

PLEAS1R return
empty tattles promptly

Alitier

trade-markt me

0
.
Of Jaw
"

ammo WON Amor= or rse coce.cou. aohitourf
FULTON COCA-COLA sorrEANG CO., DTC.
.
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